# URINE TESTING ALIQUOT REQUIREMENTS

## URTS
- **ALIQUOT TRANSFER TUBE**
  - Lawson #: 999520
  - Aliquot: 999930
  - Most Frequent Test Codes: BKVUR, COTN, METHL, MAB12, MAB24, MABSP
  - Workstations: CHC01 and RLC30

## URCN
- **URINE CONICAL WITH CAP**
  - Lawson #: 063240
  - Conical: 061974
  - Most Frequent Test Codes: URSCR, URSED, HCGU
  - Workstations: CMC01 and CMC03

## UR60
- **REFERRALS WITH CAP**
  - Order through Client Supply
  - Most Frequent Test Codes: SAT24, HMU24
  - Workstations: RLC26, RLC49

## URTS & URCN
- **ALIQUOT TRANSFER & URINE CONICAL WITH CAP**
  - Most Frequent Test Codes: PEPU, PEPFX, URFX, TXPRO**, TXSCR
  - Workstations: CHC13 (EXCEPT “CONT”) URCN Aliquot MUST by ¾ full

## URCN & URCP
- **URINE CONICAL WITH CAP & MOTHER CUP**
  - Lawson #: 063240, 061974 & 035712
  - Most Frequent Test Codes: UAPR
  - Workstations: CMC01

## UR60-LP
- **LIGHT PROTECTED REFERRALS WITH CAP**
  - Order through Client Supply
  - Workstations: RLC26, RLC49 (when light protection is called for)

## URCP
- **MOTHER CUP**
  - Lawson #: 035712
  - Most Frequent Test Codes: URCL, NONGY, TXPRO**
  - **Need mother cup with TXPRO along with aliquot tubes above

## URG
- **RLC70 GREEN TOP WITH CAP**
  - Order through Client Supply
  - Most Frequent Test Codes: TBUPR, AMUR, BENUR
  - Workstations: RLC70 (TOXICOLOGY QUANT LEVELS)

## VY
- **VIRAL YELLOW**
  - HOLOGIC Aptima Urine Specimen Transport Tube
  - Order through Client Supply
  - Most Frequent Test Codes: CT/GC, VAGPN